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A long-standing problem in Internet systems security is how a service can establish whether a request received from a remote client is trustworthy, meaning that they originate from a proper user and is untempered during the transmission. Consider an online payment service where Alice wishes to pay $1 to Bob. However, an attacker, Mallory, wishes to forge a request that will cause Alice to pay $100 to Mallory. The most basic attack is for Mallory to steal login/password from Alice and impersonate Alice to the service. This attack is prevented by multi-factor authentication such as SMS message verification. However, authentication can be defeated if Mallory is able to find a vulnerability in Alice’s client that allows Mallory to install malicious software (i.e., malware). The malware can tamper with the display and trick the user into clicking on something but use that click to trigger user unintended actions. For instance, the user clicks may be hijacked to trigger the transaction confirmation to Mallory [3, 5, 8]. Still, other proposals attempt to certify requests by checking for human interaction over hardware devices such as the mouse or keyboard [2, 4, 7]. However, they suffer from semantic gap [1, 6]—they can only assert that human interaction occurred around the same time as the request, but say nothing about the context in which that interaction occurred. Attackers can harvest user activities in other applications to get certification for the forged request.

The key property missing from all previous proposals is that human interactions, and the context in which they occur, are not securely bound to the request being received by the service. To solve this problem, we propose Attested Interactions, which not only attest that there is human interaction, but attest to the input and context of that interaction. For example, to prevent forgery of a payment request, the input could be the keyboard inputs of the user filling out the payment form and the mouse input of the user clicking the “Pay” button. Similarly, the user context could be a video or screen capture of the display showing the interaction of the user with the properly rendered website. These, when combined with information about the execution integrity of the client, allow the service to determine whether requests are legitimate or forged, in many of the situations that current solutions either do not address or only partially address.

There are several technical difficulties: 1) secure access to user inputs and context, 2) properly rendered user context, 3) execution integrity of service requests generation and 4) privacy concerns among the captured user data. To securely capture user context, Attested Interaction uses an external hardware device, such as an FPGA, that sits in between the user’s machine and the display. Anything user sees, will be captured securely and sent back to the machine. To prevent malicious software from tampering with the captured context, Attested Interaction deploys a micro hypervisor to isolate the device and data from malicious software. The hypervisor also captures user inputs. Finally, to support the diverse requirement of context verification and request generation logic, Attested Interaction uses Intel SGX enclaves, a trusted computing mechanism. To protect privacy, all operations happen locally on user clients; no information is sent remotely. The verification result (a single bit) will be attest to the server cryptographically to prove that the request is consistent with user intention.

1We use the term client to denote any computing device, including smartphones, PCs and even embedded/IoT devices.
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